
 

The Main School of Fire Service in Warsaw 

Faculty of Fire Safety Engineering 

Academic year 2018/2019 till 2020/2021 

DESCRIPTION OF INDIVIDUAL COURSE UNIT/MODULE 

Cycle of study 

Eng./Bach./Mast. 
                         Form of study            

  for officers  for civilians 

Field of study: 

Fire/Civil Safety Engineering 

 

Subject code: RChiE 

Statuts:  mandatory/optional 

Form of study:  full-time / extramural 

Speciality track:  

[enter] 

 

Language of instruction: PL/EN 

Module/course name: Chemical and Ecological Rescue Operations 

Full-time study 

semester 

Teaching method, teaching load 

( x -egzam, + general mark, # detailed mark) ECTS credits 

Sum: Lecture Exercise Laboratories Project work 

5 or 6    30  3 

Total    30  3 

Extramural studies 

semester 

Teaching method, teaching load 

( x -egzam, + general mark, # detailed mark) 

ECTS credits 

Sum: Lecture Exercise Laboratories Project work  

5 or 6    18  3 

Total    18  3 

 

Course/module coordinator:  mł. bryg. dr inż. Zdzisław Salamonowicz 

Responsible teachers:  mł. bryg. dr inż. Małgorzata Majder – Łopatka, st. kpt. mgr inż. Rafał Matuszkiewicz 

 

1. Prerequisites:  

Knowledge of the general principles of rescue tactics, the foundations of the fire, the State Fire Service, the National 

Rescue - Fire Fighting, basic knowledge of chemistry, physics and chemistry knowledge on combustion and 

explosion, extinguishing agents, tactics and command, fire water supply, rescue equipment - firefighting.   

2. Description of learning outcomes:  
The primary objective of the course is to acquire knowledge concerning tactical rescue operations in the chemical 

and ecological. 

 

The specific objectives are: 

- Knowledge of the principles of the organization of the rescue operation and the technical and tactical principles of 

action, 

- Acquisition of knowledge of the taxonomy and classification of hazardous materials and their basic properties, 

- To investigate the effect of various parameters on basic physical and chemical processes such as evaporation, 

sorption, permeability, 

- Knowledge of methods for the identification of hazardous substances, how they spread, methods of combating 

chemical and environmental hazards. 

- Learn how to command the events in the field of disaster preparedness 

and ecological. 

- Learn how to build an emergency incident scenario and service support tools. 

 

 

 

 

 



3. Detailed description of learning outcomes 

 

Major 

Learning 

Outcomes 

Code 

 

Learning outcomes 

Faculty Learning 

Outcomes Code 

Knowledge 

RChiE_W1 

A student have knowledge about how to identify 

and identify and causes undesirable phenomena, in particular the 

risks of fire and explosive hazards associated with industrial 

accidents, including in the energy sector and nuclear disasters and 

models of the spread of threats. He has the knowledge of how to 

prevent fire and ways and means of fighting fires, as well as 

decontamination. 

K_W10 

RChiE_W3 
Student has knowledge of individual survival, property and the 

environment. 
K_W17 

RChiE_W7 
Student has knowledge of the rules and procedures applicable in fire 

protection. 
K_W21 

Skills 

RChiE_U1 

Student can obtain information from literature, databases and other 

sources, with each other to achieve their critical analysis and 

interpretation, and to draw conclusions and formulate and justify 

opinions. 

K_U01 

RChiE_U2 

Student has the ability to work independently and together, can be 

used terminology and technical language, use of simulation methods, 

to communicate with the use of modern information technology. 

K_U02 

RChiE_U3 
Student has the ability to self-learning, including in order to improve 

professional competence. 
K_U04 

RChiE_U4 

Student is able to formulate and solve engineering tasks involving 

security - to see their non-technical aspects, including environmental, 

economic and legal issues, and to see the international humanitarian 

aid. 

K_U05 

RChiE_U5 

Student has expertise in the diagnosis and identify hazards fire, 

explosions, industrial accidents and natural disasters, and on models 

of the spread of threats. 

K_U11 

Social skills 

RChiE_K1 Student has a sense of responsibility for their own work and the 

willingness to comply with the principles of service and work in a 

team and to take responsibility. 

K_K02 

RChiE_K2 Student can appropriately prioritize activities and business decisions. K_K03 

RChiE_K3 Student is aware of the validity of the decision-making during the 

performance of their duties. 

K_K07 

RChiE_K4 Student can appropriately prioritize actions and decisions made 

during the course of their duties. 

K_K08 

4. Detailed content: 

No. Content 

Number of hours 

Lec. Ex. Lab. 
Proj.w

ork 

Laboratories     

1 Safety rules   2/2*  

2 Methods for the identification of hazardous substances. 

Properties of chemical substances and their effects on the 

human body. 

  6/4*  

3 Influence of the basic physical and chemical processes such 

as evaporation, sorption, passing. 

Emergency scenarios. 

  6/4*  

4 The modeling of physical effects. Emission and dispersion 

models. The danger zone. 

  6/2*  

5 Neutralization and sorption hazardous substances.   8/4*  



Backwaters oil, methods of combating oil spills. 

6 Test   2/2*  

Total   30/18*  

* - number of teching hours during extramural studies;      

5. Didactic methods:  

Instructions on exercises, discussion, discussion of assumptions made. 

6. Student’s own effort:  

The study of literature, the development of specific topics, develop options to overcome this problem with the 

reasons for laboratories. 

7. Recommended readings: 

1. Pompy i osprzęt stosowane w ratownictwie chemiczno-ekologicznym, Jerzy Ranecki Poznań, Szkoła 

Aspirantów Państwowej Straży Pożarnej w Poznaniu, 1995. 

2. Materiały szkoleniowe z zakresu ratownictwa chemiczno-ekologicznego, Poznań, Szkoła Aspirantów 

Państwowej Straży Pożarnej w Poznaniu, 1994. 

3. Ratownictwo chemiczno-ekologiczne, Jerzy Ranecki, Poznań, Szkoła Aspirantów Państwowej Straży Pożarnej 

w Poznaniu, 1998. 

4. Dekontaminacja w działaniach ratownictwa chemicznego jednostek straży pożarnych, Roman Pawłowski, Piotr 

Guzowski, Opole, Opolska Oficyna Wydawnicza, 1994. 

5. Podręcznik ratownika chemika i pożarnika, Andrzej Bądkowski, Gdańsk, Przedsiębiorstwo Produkcyjno-

Usługowe "EKOS" spółka z o.o., [1993]. 

6. Ratownictwo chemiczne, Stanisław K. Jaroszyński, Gdańsk, Przedsiębiorstwo Produkcyjno-Usługowe "EKOS" 

spółka z o.o., T.1, T.2, T.3, 1990. 

7. Instrukcja o likwidacji skażeń chemicznych odkażalnikami zastępczymi, Ministerstwo Obrony Narodowej, 

Inspektorat Obrony Cywilnej Kraju, Warszawa, Wydawnictwo Ministerstwa Obrony Narodowej, 1978. 

8. Uszczelnienia w ratownictwie, Maciej Schroeder, Jerzy Ranecki, Warszawa, Firex, 1998. 

9. Zasady postępowania ratowniczego: przewodnik, red. Ryszard Grosset, [IS] Państwowa Inspekcja Ochrony 

Środowiska, Warszawa, Firex, 1997. 

10. Procedury postępowania i taktyka działań ratowniczych przy wykorzystaniu samochodu ratownictwa chemiczno 

ekologicznego, Jerzy Ranecki, Poznań, Szkoła Aspirantów Państwowej Straży Pożarnej w Poznaniu, 1999. 

11. Podstawy ratownictwa chemicznego, Andrzej Wojnarowski, Anna Obolewicz-Pietrusiak, Warszawa, Firex 

Zakład Wydawnictw i Szkolenia, 2001. 

 

8. Supplementary readings: 

1. Hazardous Materials Spills Handbook - McGraw-Hill Handbooks by Gary F. Bennett, M.F. Fingas 

2. Hazardous Materials Incidents: Surviving the Initial Response by Steven M.DeLisi 

3. Hazardous Materials for First Responders 3rd ed., IFSTA, 2004 

4. Hazardous Materials for First Responders 3rd ed. Software Study Guide, IFSTA, 2005 

5. Hazardous Materials Managing the Incident, 3rd edition, Gregory G. Noll, Michael S. Hildebrand, and James 

Yvorra, 2005 

6. Hazardous Materials Managing the Incident, 3rd ed. Student Workbook, Joanne Hildebrand, 2005 

7. Street Smart Haz Mat Response - A Common-Sense Approach To Handling Hazardous Materials Emergencies, 

Red Hat Publishing 

8. Hazardous Materials Incidents, Third Edition by Christopher Hawley 

9. Terrorism Handbook for Operational Responders, 2nd ed., Armando Bevelacqua & Richard Stilp, 2004 

10. Hazardous Material Chemistry, 2ND Edition, Armando S. Bevelacqua, 2006 

11. Haz Mat Response & Operations, Chris Hawley, 2000 

 

Completion method: 

Laboratory - each laboratory exercise is preceded by a pre-test, which is a prerequisite for the implementation of 

allocation exercise. After the completion of all exercises - the final test. Subject Grade Chemical and Environmental 

Rescue - laboratory - is calculated as the arithmetic average of the final evaluation of the test and the average of the 

initial written tests. 

 

10. Description of final grade calculation method: 

Learning 

outcomes 

Method 

Laboratory - test  

RChiE_W7 x  

RChiE_W3 x  

RChiE_W1 x  



RChiE_U1 x  

RChiE_U2 x  

RChiE_U3 x  

RChiE_U4 x  

RChiE_U5 x  

RChiE_K1 x  

RChiE_K2 x  

RChiE_K3 x  

RChiE_K4 x  

11. Requirements for general grade achievement (knowledge, skills, social and personal competences) 

Knowledge 

Grade Learning 

outcome 

code 

Requirements 

 

pass 

(zal) 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

fail 

(nzal) 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Skills 

Grade Learning 

outcome 

code 

Requirements 

 

pass 

(zal) 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

fail 

(nzal) 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Social skills 

Grade Learning 

outcome 

code 

Requirements 

pass 

(zal) 

  

  

  



  

  

fail 

(nzal) 

  

  

  

  

  

12. Requirements for detailed grade achievement (knowledge, skills, social and personal competences) 

Knowledge 

Grade Learning 

outcome 

code 

Requirements 

 

3.0 

RChiE_W1 

RChiE_W3 

RChiE_W7 

Student has a basic knowledge of the extent required for the presentation of the problem 

but not fully ordered and carries an individual substantive error or wrong and does not 

understand the basic concepts and definitions of the data area of effect. 

 

3.5 

RChiE_W1 

RChiE_W3 

RChiE_W7 

Student has a basic knowledge of the extent required for the presentation of the problem 

but not fully structured, there are single factual errors, makes mistakes but understand the 

basic concepts and definitions of the data area of effect. 

 

4.0 

RChiE_W1 

RChiE_W3 

RChiE_W7 

Student has knowledge of Secondary Education to the extent required for the presentation 

of the problem of fully ordered, there is a single factual errors or makes mistakes but 

understand the basic concepts and definitions of the data area of effect. 

 

4.5 

RChiE_W1 

RChiE_W3 

RChiE_W7 

Student has knowledge of Secondary Education to the extent required for the presentation 

of the problem of fully ordered, do not make any factual errors but occasionally makes 

mistakes but understands and interprets the basic concepts and definitions of the data area 

effects can include examples and practical applications indicate the element of knowledge 

of the area. 

 

5.0 

RChiE_W1 

RChiE_W3 

RChiE_W7 

Student has the knowledge required to submit an extended problem, fully structured, does 

not make any factual errors or mistakes, understands and interprets the basic concepts and 

definitions of the data area effects can include examples and practical applications 

indicate the element of knowledge of the areas and explain them in the context of 

knowledge from other areas. 

Skills 

Grade Learning 

outcome 

code 

Requirements 

 

3.0 

RChiE_U1 

RChiE_U2 

RChiE_U3 

RChiE_U4 

RChiE_U5 

 

Student can use the sources of literature, catalogs , and can use the Internet network to 

search for information, but it does so slowly and incompletely , make mistakes in reading 

, understanding and interpreting the resulting information can organize , conduct fire and 

rescue operations but does so clumsily and makes mistakes critical , know how to use 

firefighting equipment, but it comes with difficulty and many mistakes . 

 

3.5 

RChiE_U1 

RChiE_U2 

RChiE_U3 

RChiE_U4 

RChiE_U5 

 

Student can use the sources of literature, catalogs , and can use the Internet network to 

search for information , to the satisfaction but does so slowly but completely , does not 

ignore the fundamental sources do not make major errors in reading , understanding and 

interpreting the resulting information can organize, operate fire and rescue but does so 

slowly but satisfactorily, do not make critical mistakes , know how to use firefighting 

equipment, but slowly and with few errors. 

 

4.0 

RChiE_U1 

RChiE_U2 

RChiE_U3 

RChiE_U4 

RChiE_U5 

 

Student can use the sources of literature, catalogs , and can use the Internet network to 

search for information , it does so smoothly and completely , does not ignore the 

fundamental sources do not make major errors in reading , understanding and interpreting 

the resulting information can organize, operate rescue and fire fighting , do not make 

major errors , know how to use firefighting equipment 

 

4.5 

RChiE_U1 

RChiE_U2 

RChiE_U3 

RChiE_U4 

RChiE_U5 

 

Student can use the sources of literature, catalogs , and can use the Internet network to 

search for information , it does so in a fluent and completely , does not ignore the 

fundamental sources do not make major errors in reading , understanding and interpreting 

the resulting information , can interpret the information , he can organize , conduct fire 

and rescue operations efficiently and rapidly , no mistakes , know how to use firefighting 

equipment and understands the principles of its operation. 

 RChiE_U1 Student can use the sources of literature, catalogs , and can use the Internet network to 



5.0 RChiE_U2 

RChiE_U3 

RChiE_U4 

RChiE_U5 

 

search for information , it does so in a fluent and completely , does not ignore the 

fundamental sources do not make major errors in reading , understanding and interpreting 

the resulting information , can interpret the information , find access to additional sources 

, including foreign language, can organize , conduct fire and rescue operations efficiently 

and rapidly , while analyzing risk and the development of the situation , does not make 

mistakes , know how to use firefighting equipment and understands the principles of its 

operation and limitations . 

 

 

 

Social skills 

Grade Learning 

outcome 

code 

Requirements 

 

3.0 

RChiE_K1 

RChiE_K2 

RChiE_K3 

RChiE_K4 

Student uses a basic level principles of responsible approach to a given problem , 

including the careful selection of methods and techniques , accurate diagnosis , give 

diligence to the questions posed but makes mistakes , working with a team in the 

reproductive stage , there is no ability or suitability to act as lead a team . 

 

3.5 

RChiE_K1 

RChiE_K2 

RChiE_K3 

RChiE_K4 

Student uses a basic level principles of responsible approach to a given problem , 

including the careful selection of methods and techniques , accurate diagnosis , give 

diligence to the questions posed but rarely commits mistakes , working with a team in the 

reproductive stage , there is no ability or suitability to act as lead a team . 

 

4.0 

RChiE_K1 

RChiE_K2 

RChiE_K3 

RChiE_K4 

Students apply in the basic and extended degree principle of responsible approach to a 

given problem , including the careful selection of methods and techniques , accurate 

diagnosis , give diligence to the questions posed , does not make mistakes that require 

monitoring , working with a team in the reproductive stage , but has the ability and 

predisposition to act as lead a team . 

 

4.5 

 

RChiE_K1 

RChiE_K2 

RChiE_K3 

RChiE_K4 

Student applies the principle of augmented extent responsible approach to a given 

problem , including the careful selection of methods and techniques , accurate diagnosis , 

give diligence to the questions posed , does not make mistakes that require monitoring , 

working with the team and has the ability and suitability to serve as lead a team . 

 

5.0 

RChiE_K1 

RChiE_K2 

RChiE_K3 

RChiE_K4 

Student applies the principle of augmented extent responsible approach to a given 

problem , including the careful selection of methods and techniques , accurate diagnosis , 

give diligence to the questions posed , does not make mistakes that require monitoring , 

working with the team and has the ability and suitability to serve as lead a team 

performing this functions by itself or with a selection of the group. 

Date: Course/module coordinator signature: 

  

 

 

Date: Dean signature: 

 

 

 

 


